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	Practice overview

Michael has a specialist practice focusing on trusts and estates, pensions, and professional liability matters. He appears regularly in the High Court and County Court, as sole counsel and as a junior, and is also an experienced mediation advocate. In recent years many of Michael’s instructions have had an international element, including in Jersey, Guernsey, Bermuda, the Isle of Man, and BVI.

Michael’s trusts and estates practice includes all aspects of litigation, advice and drafting relating to private, commercial and, offshore trusts, estates and cross-border succession, and related private client tax. His pensions practice builds on his trusts expertise, and encompasses both occupational and private pensions, as well as regulatory and ombudsman matters. Michael also has wide experience of professional liability disputes (both for claimant and defendant), typically arising in connection with trusts, estates and pension schemes, and including setting up domestic and offshore trust structures, and negligent tax advice.

Alongside his practice Michael also speaks and writes widely on the law of trusts, is lecturer in law at Somerville College, Oxford , and is the author of Trustee Decision Making: The Rule in Re Hastings-Bass. Before coming to the Bar, Michael spent six years as an academic in the law faculty of the University of Oxford, working on trustees’ powers and duties and remedies for breaches of trust, with a particular focus on Hastings-Bass and mistake claims, and teaching the law of trusts, land law, and Roman law.

Michael is ranked as a Leading Junior by Chambers & Partners for Chancery: Traditional, Trusts and Pensions and by The Legal 500 for Private Client: Trusts and Probate, Offshore, and Pensions. Michael was also recognised by the Legal Week Private Client Global Elite 2020 as “One to Watch”.
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						Trusts, probate and estates: contentious

						Michael has a busy traditional chancery practice across all aspects of trusts, probate and estates, charities, and related aspects of private client tax. His experience encompasses advising, drafting trust documents, and litigating, in relation to domestic trust and estate matters as well as offshore trusts and cross-border estates (with recent offshore experience in Bermuda, Jersey and Guernsey). He is often instructed as sole counsel before the High Court, but also has substantial experience of acting as a mediation advocate, and is always pleased to achieve a negotiated settlement for clients who wish to avoid the cost, risk or publicity attendant upon litigation.

Michael also has wide experience of the varied matters which often arise in connection with trusts and estates, including advising on inheritance tax, constructive and resulting trusts, proprietary estoppel claims, and obtaining urgent interim relief such as proprietary injunctions.

Michael is ranked as a Leading Junior in Chambers and Partners (Chancery: Traditional and Trusts) and The Legal 500 (Private Client: Trusts & Probate, and Offshore). Michael was recognised by the Legal Week Private Client Global Elite 2020 as “One to Watch”.

Prior to coming to the Bar, Michael spent six years as a trusts law academic, as Fellow & Tutor in law at Somerville College, Oxford. He continues to write widely on the law of trusts, and his published work includes the first book on the so-called “rule in Re Hastings-Bass” following the decision of the Supreme Court in Pitt v Holt [2013] UKSC 26: Trustee Decision Making: The Rule in Re Hastings-Bass (OUP 2015), as well as numerous articles and book chapters on trustees’ powers and duties.

Michael’s trusts and charities experience includes:

	In the Matter of the X Trusts. Advising and acting for one branch of the family in a complex Bermuda private trust dispute, which is now the leading authority on the role of trust protectors (with Brian Green KC and Anna Littler).
	FSCS and others v Estera Corporate Trustees (Guernsey) Ltd. Acting for a Guernsey trustee company in relation to claims for breach of trust, breach of fiduciary duty and negligence arising from the failure of the Freedom Bay resort development in St Lucia (with John Wardell KC).
	Acting for an offshore trustee in a complex multi-jurisdictional trust dispute involving allegations of breach of trust, reliance on professional advice in accordance with Pitt v Holt, and setting aside trust transactions for mistake (with Andrew Mold KC).
	Acting for the settlor-beneficiary of offshore trusts in a contested blessing and trustee removal claim (with Robert Ham KC).
	Acting for an offshore trustee being replaced by another in a dispute about trustee entitlement to reimbursement and indemnities (with Robert Ham KC).
	Acting (as sole counsel) for a minor beneficiary in two sets of contested High Court proceedings, first pursuant to Schmidt v Rosewood Trust Ltd to obtain trust accounts and other information to explain the diminution of the trust fund, and secondly to remove and replace the existing trustees. Then acting as mediation advocate for the same client in successfully settling breach of trust proceedings against the former trustees.
	Advising (as sole counsel) an offshore trustee on closing an employees’ income protection scheme which had run out of money to pay benefits, and acting for the trustee in defending breach of trust claims subsequently brought by members.
	Advising a Jersey trustee on winding up a complex and long-defunct employee incentive trust (with Jonathan Hilliard KC).
	Acting (as sole counsel) for an individual trustee in an offshore jurisdiction sued for breach of trust in respect of a beneficiary’s personal tax liability arising in another jurisdiction.
	Acting (as sole counsel) in proceedings to obtain a proprietary injunction in respect of a tracing claim to the proceeds of earlier litigation alleged to be held on trust.
	Appearing as mediation advocate in various family trust disputes concerning failure to invest substantial sums, and the alleged misappropriation of trust assets.
	Advising on a wide variety of questions arising from the creation and administration of the trusts of a large landed estate. These included the rights of a life tenant to both valuable chattels and real property, the exclusion of beneficiaries, issues arising from earlier IHT planning and previous settlements, and possible breach of trust and removal claims against trustees.
	Advising trustees on their powers and duties, the disclosure of trust documents, sale of trust property, the appointment and removal of trustees, the validity of past actions and decisions, and applications to court under the Variation of Trusts Act 1958 and section 57 of the Trustee Act 1925.
	Drafting trust documents, including both new trusts and ancillary documents such as deeds of appointment, resolutions and assignments.
	Advising charity trustees across a wide range of matters, including charity administration, satisfaction of the public benefit requirement, giving modern effect to very old and out-dated trust terms, and the charity law aspects of bringing a fraud claim against a third-party.
	Advising a Community Benefit Society in relation to the trusts upon which it holds its funds and whether they must be returned to donors.


Michael’s probate and estates experience includes:

	Gaskin v Chorus Law Ltd [2019] EWHC 616 (Ch). Appearing for the claimant in a claim for the removal of an administrator which was radically reshaped when a valid will was discovered appointing one of the defendants as sole executor. A two-day High Court hearing was required just to resolve the costs consequences.
	Uppal v Uppal. Acting (as sole counsel) for the executor and sole beneficiary in multi-faceted contested probate proceedings defending allegations of lack of knowledge and approval, undue influence and fraudulent calumny, together with claims in proprietary estoppel, for payment of care fees, and in respect of the proceeds of sale of land abroad.
	Acting for executors in a dispute about the validity of a deed of variation executed by the executors but not the beneficiaries, the scope of trustees’ powers of appointment, and the threatened removal of the executors.
	Advising personal representatives on English probate in a multi-jurisdictional dispute involving a fraudulent foreign will.
	Appearing as mediation advocate in claims by executors for undue influence, breach of duty as an LPA attorney, and removal as an executor against their co-executor.
	Appearing as mediation advocate in a probate dispute concerning lack of testamentary capacity and knowledge and approval.
	Advising on, drafting and successfully settling claims brought by the administrator of a deceased’s estate against both previous sets of professional personal representatives for the negligent administration of the estate, overpayments made to beneficiaries, and the assessment under the Solicitors Act 1974 of fees paid out of the estate.
	Advising on cross-border domicile and inheritance issues, including under the European Succession Regulation.
	Advising executors on the construction of an Isle of Man trust, and possible claims for rectification or under the Inheritance (Provision for Family of Dependants) Act 1975 by a disappointed beneficiary.
	Advising an executor on a proprietary estoppel claim in respect of a family farm, with representations alleged to have been made over 50 years ago.
	Advising on the construction of wills and will trusts, and advising executors on their powers and duties, especially in connection with proposed litigation.
	Advising on and drafting proceedings for an account and inventory, and for a subpoena to bring in a will and other testamentary documents.


Michael has particular experience of acting as sole counsel for both claimants and defendants under the Inheritance (Provision for Family of Dependants) Act 1975, including acting for common law spouses and both adult and minor children, in estates ranging from the very small to those exceeding £10 million.

He has appeared in the High Court in 1975 Act claims (in both the Chancery and Family divisions), but also has significant experience of settling such disputes via mediation and negotiation, and often appears as a mediation advocate. He also has experience of advising on the most complex 1975 Act claims where there is a substantial foreign element, and where the validity of marriages, civil partnerships and divorces (whether foreign or domestic) is called into question, where assets are held on complex trusts, or where pension rights are in issue (drawing on his extensive pensions practice).

Michael’s experience of claims under the Inheritance (Provision for Family of Dependants) Act 1975 includes:

	Advising the defendant administrator on claims under the under the Inheritance (Provision for Family of Dependants) Act 1975 concerning overseas property, the validity of UK and foreign marriages and divorces by both claimant and deceased, and the recognition in England of foreign polygamous marriage.
	Advising on the implication of a foreign de facto relationship on a claim under the Inheritance (Provision for Family of Dependants) Act 1975, and on whether persons who live apart can qualify as cohabitants.
	Acting for the defendant executor in a High Court claim by an adult child of the deceased under the Inheritance (Provision for Family of Dependants) Act 1975, including successfully defending the claimant’s contention that the dispute had in fact been settled on terms favourable to the claimant.
	Advising on the settlement of a claim under the Inheritance (Provision for Family of Dependants) Act 1975 by a parent against the estate of their deceased child, including drafting new trusts.


Michael’s tax experience includes:

	Advising on where the burden of IHT falls in relation to worldwide assets under multiple wills.
	Advising on the IHT consequences of property comprised in a “relevant property” settlement also being treated as a gift with reservation of benefit.
	Advising executors on the IHT consequence of a Deed of Variation (entered into more than two years after death) in connection with the settlement of an Inheritance Act dispute.
	Advising trustees on the CGT consequences of their trust being exported to another jurisdiction.
	Advising on the application of the money purchase annual allowance where pension drawdown was made under an earlier tax regime.
	Advising on and acting in solicitors’ professional negligence claims concerning the correctness of inheritance tax advice given (or not given) when setting up domestic or offshore trust structures.
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Michael can explain the most complex trust issues clearly and cogently. His drafting skills are second-to-none. He is extremely bright, user-friendly and responsive.
The Legal 500 2024
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Michael has encyclopedic knowledge of trusts law and is a very reliable source of information.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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Just amazing. Michael is so bright but also just a delight to work with. He is already essentially a KC in terms of the quality of his work.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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Michael is an outstanding performer. His knowledge of the law is second to none, his client skills are excellent and he is highly responsive. He is everything that an instructing solicitor could want.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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The way that he is able to break down complex legal points into language that can be understood by clients is invaluable. His written work is also invariably detailed and immaculate.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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Events / Webinars
Wilberforce Trusts Litigation Day 2024
Monday 29th January 2024 | 9am - 5.35pm, followed by drinks and dinner
InterContinental Park Lane, London
£299 - £360 + VAT | 5.5 CPD
View more
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Events / Webinars
Wilberforce Guernsey Conference 2023
Thursday 19th October 2023 | 3.30pm- 6.20pm, followed by a drinks reception
The Old Government House Hotel & Spa, St Peter Port
Free to attend | 2.0 CPD
View more
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Events / Webinars
Wilberforce Jersey Conference 2023
Wednesday 18th October 2023 | 3.30pm - 6.20pm, followed by a drinks reception
Grand Jersey Hotel & Spa, St. Helier
Free to attend | 2.0 CPD
View more
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Articles
Andrew Mold KC and Michael Ashdown feature in TL4’s Private Client Magazine
Andrew Mold KC and Michael Ashdown feature in TL4’s Private Client Magazine Issue 10 – Contentious Trusts. Andrew Mold KC‘s article is entitled ‘Does a third party owe a duty of care to a beneficiary?’. Michael Ashdown writes on ‘Breach... Read more
By Andrew Mold KC | Michael Ashdown
Monday 27 March 2023
View more
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						Trusts, probate and estates: non-contentious

						Michael’s traditional chancery practice encompasses all aspects of non-contentious litigation, drafting and advice across trusts, probate and estates (including cross-border estates), and related private client tax.

Michael is a full member (TEP) of the Society of Trust and Estate Practitioners.

Michael is ranked as a Leading Junior in Chambers and Partners (Chancery: Traditional and Trusts) and The Legal 500 (Private Client: Trusts & Probate). Michael was recognised by the Legal Week Private Client Global Elite 2020 as “One to Watch”.

Prior to coming to the Bar, Michael spent six years as a trusts law academic, as Fellow & Tutor in law at Somerville College, Oxford. He continues to write widely on the law of trusts, and his published work includes the first book on the so-called “rule in Re Hastings-Bass” following the decision of the Supreme Court in Pitt v Holt [2013] UKSC 26: Trustee Decision Making: The Rule in Re Hastings-Bass (OUP 2015), as well as numerous articles and book chapters on trustees’ powers and duties.

Michael’s trust and estate drafting and advice experience includes:

	Drafting trust documents, including new trust deeds, deeds of appointment, release and assignment resolutions exercising powers of advancement (including by way of settled advance)
	Advising on and drafting deeds of variation and ancillary documents, including where there has been a prior variation.
	Advising trustees on their powers and duties, the disclosure of trust documents, sale of trust property, the appointment and removal of trustees, the validity of past actions and decisions, and whether an application to the court for directions is required.
	Advising on cross-border inheritance issues, including questions of domicile, jurisdiction and choice of law, the interaction of wills in multiple jurisdictions, and succession under the European Succession Regulation.
	Advising trustees (in conjunction with leading tax counsel) on the re-structuring of sub-trust assets and the establishment of a new LLP to carry out the trust’s business.
	Advising charity trustees across a wide range of matters, including charity administration, satisfaction of the public benefit requirement, and giving modern effect to very old and out-dated trust terms.


Michael’s non-contentious litigation experience includes:

	Advising on and appearing in applications under the Variation of Trusts Act 1958, including applications to extend perpetuity periods and to permit accumulation, and acting for minor and unborn beneficiaries.
	Advising on proceedings under section 57 of the Trustee Act 1925 to extend trustees’ administrative powers.
	Advising on and drafting proceedings before the BVI Commercial Court in relation to extending the powers conferred on a trustee, and authorising trustee remuneration.


Michael’s private client tax experience includes:

	Advising on the burden of UK IHT in a cross-border estate with worldwide assets and both English and New York wills.
	Advising on the IHT consequences of a codicil of doubtful validity in the context of a cross-border estate.
	Advising trustees on the CGT consequences of their trust being exported to another jurisdiction.
	Advising on the IHT consequences of property comprised in a “relevant property” settlement also being treated as a gift with reservation of benefit.
	Advising on the IHT, CGT and Income Tax consequences of using a Deed of Variation to establish new settlements (both within and after two years of death).
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Michael can explain the most complex trust issues clearly and cogently. His drafting skills are second-to-none. He is extremely bright, user-friendly and responsive.
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Michael has encyclopedic knowledge of trusts law and is a very reliable source of information.
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Just amazing. Michael is so bright but also just a delight to work with. He is already essentially a KC in terms of the quality of his work.
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Michael is an outstanding performer. His knowledge of the law is second to none, his client skills are excellent and he is highly responsive. He is everything that an instructing solicitor could want.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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The way that he is able to break down complex legal points into language that can be understood by clients is invaluable. His written work is also invariably detailed and immaculate.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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Events / Webinars
Wilberforce Trusts Litigation Day 2024
Monday 29th January 2024 | 9am - 5.35pm, followed by drinks and dinner
InterContinental Park Lane, London
£299 - £360 + VAT | 5.5 CPD
View more
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Events / Webinars
Wilberforce Guernsey Conference 2023
Thursday 19th October 2023 | 3.30pm- 6.20pm, followed by a drinks reception
The Old Government House Hotel & Spa, St Peter Port
Free to attend | 2.0 CPD
View more
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Events / Webinars
Wilberforce Jersey Conference 2023
Wednesday 18th October 2023 | 3.30pm - 6.20pm, followed by a drinks reception
Grand Jersey Hotel & Spa, St. Helier
Free to attend | 2.0 CPD
View more
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Articles
Andrew Mold KC and Michael Ashdown feature in TL4’s Private Client Magazine
Andrew Mold KC and Michael Ashdown feature in TL4’s Private Client Magazine Issue 10 – Contentious Trusts. Andrew Mold KC‘s article is entitled ‘Does a third party owe a duty of care to a beneficiary?’. Michael Ashdown writes on ‘Breach... Read more
By Andrew Mold KC | Michael Ashdown
Monday 27 March 2023
View more
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						Pensions

						Michael has an extensive pensions practice , acting for both trustees and employers, as well as the Pensions Regulator and the Pensions Ombudsman. He is regularly instructed as sole counsel, and as part of a larger team, and his practice encompasses both litigation and non-contentious advice and drafting. He has appeared in important recent cases including British Airways v Airways Pension Scheme Trustee Ltd (both at the High Court trial and in the Court of Appeal), and the Silentnight regulatory case.

Michael is ranked as a leading junior in both Chambers & Partners and The Legal 500 for Pensions.

Matters of note include:

	British Airways v Airways Pension Scheme Trustee Ltd. Acting for British Airways in a long-running claim against the trustees of the Airways Pension Scheme for alleged breaches of trust in the exercise of discretionary powers, culminating in a 7-week trial before Morgan J, followed by a successful appeal to the Court of Appeal (reported at [2018] EWCA Civ 1533) (with Michael Tennet KC and Sebastian Allen).
	Silentnight Group DB Scheme. Acting for the trustees of the Silentnight occupational pension scheme in a large-scale regulatory investigation by the Pensions Regulator (with Jonathan Hilliard KC and Jamie Holmes).
	The Meghraj Group Pension Scheme. Acting (with Paul Newman KC) for the target of a TPR contribution notice on its forthcoming reference to the Upper Tribunal.
	Bacci v Green. Acting (as sole counsel) for pension scheme trustees in a complex dispute between a member and his judgment creditors about creditor access to the member’s benefits under the scheme, whether the member’s enhanced protection could be revoked to improve the creditors’ position, and a prior pension sharing order in favour of the member’s spouse (reported at [2022] EWHC 486 (Ch)).
	Punter Southall Governance Services Ltd v Benge. Acting (as sole counsel) for a beneficiary-trustee of a scheme in a contested blessing concerning payment of a death benefit (reported at [2022] EWHC 193 (Ch)).
	Nomura International plc v Nomura London Retirement Benefits Plan Trustee Ltd. Acting for an employer in its claim to rectify scheme rules in relation to the pension increases applicable to spouses’ and children’s pensions (with Paul Newman KC).
	Wolverhampton City Council v Mitie Property Services (UK) Ltd. Acting for the defendant employer in a claim brought by Wolverhampton as Administering Authority of the West Midlands Pension Fund in the Local Government Pension Scheme (with Michael Tennet KC and Sebastian Allen).
	Pollock v Reed. Acting for the employer in the trustees’ application for blessing of a bulk transfer without member consent (with Robert Ham KC).
	Acting (as sole counsel) for a scheme trustee in its successful application to the High Court for summary judgment in a dispute about the independent advice requirement in section 48 of the Pension Schemes Act 2015 and regulation 7 of the Pension Schemes Act 2015 (Transitional Provisions and Appropriate Independent Advice) Regulations 2015.
	Advising scheme trustees in settling a claim by the employer for rectification of the indexation provisions of the scheme rules, with numerous technical difficulties arising in connection with matters such as pension sharing orders, and the tax treatment of pension paid pursuant to the proposed compromise agreement.
	Advising an employer and trustees on a professional negligence claim against the scheme’s previous solicitors in relation to advice given as to how to manage the cost of the scheme, and in connection with powers of amendment and Courage fetters.
	Acting for an execution-only SIPP provider in proceedings before the Financial Ombudsman Service concerning allegations of breach of the FCA Handbook “Principles” (PRIN 2.1).
	Advising a scheme member on the pensions aspects of business restructuring in the context of an HMRC clearance application, and drafting deeds of amendment and notices.
	Advising offshore pension trustees on the jurisdiction of the UK Pensions Ombudsman in respect of non-UK schemes.
	Advising the Pensions Regulator on proposed regulatory action under the Pensions Act 2004 (with Sebastian Allen).
	Advising the Pensions Ombudsman on technical questions connected with pension uprating and pre-5 April 1997 GMP, arising out of member complaints.
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Just amazing. Michael is so bright but also just a delight to work with. He is already essentially a KC in terms of the quality of his work.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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Michael is an outstanding performer. His knowledge of the law is second to none, his client skills are excellent and he is highly responsive. He is everything that an instructing solicitor could want.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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The way that he is able to break down complex legal points into language that can be understood by clients is invaluable. His written work is also invariably detailed and immaculate.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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Michael is incredibly bright with an irrepressible enthusiasm for the finer points of the law, which is combined with an engaging advocacy style almost unusual for someone so technical.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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His drafting skills are second-to-none. He is extremely bright, user-friendly and responsive.
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Events / Webinars
Nugee Memorial Pensions Conference & Dinner 2023
Wednesday 21st June 2023 | 12.30pm - 5.55pm, followed by drinks and dinner by Nobu
Nobu Shoreditch Hotel & Restaurant
£175 for conference & dinner / £125 for conference only | 3.5 CPD
View more
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Events / Webinars
Wilberforce Nugee Pensions Lectures: Broadening perspectives in UK pension provision – Lecture 4
Tuesday 28 June 2022 | 6.30pm - 7.30pm, followed by drinks
Ashworth Centre (and online via Zoom), Lincoln's Inn, London, WC2A 3TL
£75 + VAT | 1.0 CPD
View more
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Publications
The Edward Nugee Memorial Lectures 2022
Michael Furness KC | Jonathan Hilliard KC | David Pollard | Edward Sawyer | Thomas Robinson | Sebastian Allen | Jennifer Seaman | Michael Ashdown | Joseph Steadman | Caspar Bartscherer
June 2022
View more
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Recent Cases
Punter Southall Governance Services Ltd v Benge [2022] EWHC 193 (Ch)
Pensions
Paul Newman KC | Michael Ashdown
Monday 7 February 2022
View more
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						Professional liability

						Michael has wide experience of professional liability disputes, mostly arising out of the conduct of trustees (including pension trustees) and the professional advice they have obtained from solicitors and others. In particular, he has experience of acting for both claimants and defendant professionals in cases of alleged negligence in giving technical pensions advice and in advising on the tax aspects of setting up domestic and offshore trust structures, and in connection with the taxation of pensions.

His recent experience includes:

	Acting for an offshore trust company in its claim against a predecessor trustee for negligent failure to mitigate UK inheritance tax liability.
	Acting for an individual trustee in an offshore jurisdiction in proceedings brought by a beneficiary alleging trustee negligence causing the beneficiary to incur a personal tax liability in his country of residence.
	Advising an employer and pension trustees on a professional negligence claim against the scheme’s previous solicitors in relation to advice given as to how to manage the cost of the scheme, and in connection with powers of amendment and Courage fetters.
	Acting for an offshore trustee in defending breach of trust claims brought by members of an employees’ income protection scheme which had run out of money to pay benefits.
	Several cases acting for solicitors defending professional negligence claims based on allegedly incorrect tax advice given in connection with setting up domestic or offshore trust structures.
	Advising on a claim for negligent financial advice in respect of making pension contributions to a SIPP before the claimant’s 75th birthday, where the quantum of the claim turned on the tax consequences of a pension drawdown many years earlier.
	Advising on, drafting and successfully settling claims brought by the administrator of a deceased’s estate against both previous sets of professional personal representatives for the negligent administration of the estate, overpayments made to beneficiaries, and the assessment under the Solicitors Act 1974 of fees paid out of the estate.
	Advising on possible claims against previously instructed solicitors and counsel in connection with the setting up of will trusts of a large landed estate.
	Acting for a solicitor suing a former client for unpaid fees, and defending a counter-claim in professional negligence.
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Just amazing. Michael is so bright but also just a delight to work with. He is already essentially a KC in terms of the quality of his work.
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Michael is an outstanding performer. His knowledge of the law is second to none, his client skills are excellent and he is highly responsive. He is everything that an instructing solicitor could want.
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The way that he is able to break down complex legal points into language that can be understood by clients is invaluable. His written work is also invariably detailed and immaculate.
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Michael is incredibly bright with an irrepressible enthusiasm for the finer points of the law, which is combined with an engaging advocacy style almost unusual for someone so technical.
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His drafting skills are second-to-none. He is extremely bright, user-friendly and responsive.
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Events / Webinars
Wilberforce Professional Liability Conference 2020
Thursday 13 February 2020
One Moorgate Place, Chartered Accountants' Hall, London EC2R 6EA
£75 + VAT | 3.0 CPD
View more
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						Commercial disputes

						Michael has a busy practice in commercial, insolvency and business disputes, acting both in his own right and as part of a larger team, and for clients ranging from individuals to global businesses.

Michael’s experience includes:

	Acting (with Marcia Shekerdemian KC) for a company director in proceedings brought by the company’s liquidator for dishonest breaches of director’s duties and misapplication of the company’s money pursuant to s212 Insolvency Act 1986.
	FSCS and others v Estera Corporate Trustees (Guernsey) Ltd. Acting for a Guernsey trustee company in relation to claims for negligence and breach of fiduciary duty arising from the failure of the Freedom Bay resort development in St Lucia (with John Wardell KC).
	Acting (as sole counsel) for eBay and PayPal, successfully resisting applications for mandatory and prohibitory injunctions in relation to the claimant’s use of the eBay platform.
	Acting (as sole counsel) for the successful respondent in resisting an appeal against the setting-aside of a mandatory injunction improperly obtained ex parte in the context of a dispute about enforcement of a judgment debt.
	Acting (as sole counsel) for a defendant borrower and his solicitors in a High Court dispute about the identity of the parties to a loan agreement, and related undertakings alleged to have been given by the defendant’s solicitors.
	Acting (as sole counsel) for the defendant in striking out an enforcement claim, in a dispute about the identity of the proper claimant, and the bankruptcy of the sole director and shareholder of one possible claimant.
	British Overseas Bank Nominees Ltd v Analytical Properties Ltd [2015] EWCA Civ 43. Appearing in the Court of Appeal for the respondent purchaser in a dispute about the construction of a sale and purchase contract.
	Advising on investment bonds, including in relation to the validity of trust nominations, and the bankruptcy of the holder.
	Advising on the taking of trust accounts in the context of very substantial insolvency proceedings.
	Advising on and drafting pleadings in a wide variety of commercial contract disputes, with subject matters ranging from the installation and commissioning of complex electrical equipment, to share sales, unpaid solicitors’ fees, and set building and props for a theatrical production.
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Just amazing. Michael is so bright but also just a delight to work with. He is already essentially a KC in terms of the quality of his work.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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Michael is an outstanding performer. His knowledge of the law is second to none, his client skills are excellent and he is highly responsive. He is everything that an instructing solicitor could want.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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The way that he is able to break down complex legal points into language that can be understood by clients is invaluable. His written work is also invariably detailed and immaculate.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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Michael is incredibly bright with an irrepressible enthusiasm for the finer points of the law, which is combined with an engaging advocacy style almost unusual for someone so technical.
Chambers & Partners 2024
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His drafting skills are second-to-none. He is extremely bright, user-friendly and responsive.
The Legal 500 2024
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Events / Webinars
Wilberforce Guernsey Conference 2023
Thursday 19th October 2023 | 3.30pm- 6.20pm, followed by a drinks reception
The Old Government House Hotel & Spa, St Peter Port
Free to attend | 2.0 CPD
View more
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Events / Webinars
Wilberforce Jersey Conference 2023
Wednesday 18th October 2023 | 3.30pm - 6.20pm, followed by a drinks reception
Grand Jersey Hotel & Spa, St. Helier
Free to attend | 2.0 CPD
View more
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				BSB/VAT information

Registered name: Mr Michael James Ashdown

VAT number: 195479256
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								Qualifications and Appointments

								
										Lecturer in Law, Somerville College, Oxford
	MA, Christ’s College, Cambridge, First Class (with prize for the best paper in Equity and Trusts)
	BCL, Merton College, Oxford, Distinction
	DPhil, Merton College, Oxford


 

								

							

			
							
								Memberships

								
										Chancery Bar Association
	STEP (Full Member/TEP)
	Association of Pension Lawyers
	ConTrA
	Society of Legal Scholars


								

							

			
							
								Publications

								
										‘English Trust Law Principles’ in S Kempster, M McMillan and A Meek (eds) International Trust Disputes (OUP 2020)
	‘Disorder & delayed discovery’ (2019) 169 (7840) New Law Journal 16
	‘A modern approach to fraud on a power’ (2018) 24 Trusts & Trustees 653 (with Tiffany Scott KC)
	‘Professional Advice’ in PS Davies, S Douglas and J Goudkamp (eds), Defences in Equity (Hart Publishing 2018)
	‘Trustee Decision Making: The Rule in Re Hastings-Bass’ (OUP 2015)
	‘Laches and limitation’ (2014) Trusts & Trustees 20 (9): 958-965 (with Clare Stanley KC)


								

							

			
			

		

	







	Clerk details 

	
			Danny Smillie 
				+44 (0)20 7304 2857 
								+44 (0)7834 572 592 
								dsmillie@wilberforce.co.uk
	Jessica Edson 
				+44 (0)20 7304 2897 
								+44 (0)7814 803 846 
								jedson@wilberforce.co.uk
	George Salvage 
				+44 (0)20 7304 2887 
								gsalvage@wilberforce.co.uk
	Scarlett Wright 
				+44 (0)207 304 2915 
								swright@wilberforce.co.uk
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      WHAT ARE COOKIES AND HOW DO WE USE THEM?

A cookie is a small text file which is stored on your computer, tablet or phone when you visit a website. These cookies allow us to distinguish you from other users of our website. This helps us to provide you with a good experience when you browse our website and also allows us to improve our website.

This website uses cookies.

Learn more about who we are, how you can contact us and how we process personal data in our Privacy Policy.
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